Kotlin 2021 Premier Online Event – Content Contribution

Kotlin is evolving rapidly. We are trying to keep up with the changes and provide you with content, but there are very few of us. We want to ask you, the community, to help us create materials and advance the community together. As a token of our appreciation, everyone that contributes content will be added to our raffle where you could win exclusive Kotlin swag.

How can I participate?

Create materials – articles, videos, and samples – on the following topics and share them with us before November 8.

Here is a list of topics we would like content about:

- **KMM**:
  - Tips and tricks for working with KMM
  - Issues you faced with KMM and how you solved them
  - Advanced samples using KMM
  - Cases of using KMM with other platforms with pros and cons

- **Migration of backend with tech details**:
  - From Java to Kotlin in Spring projects
  - To Ktor
  - From non-JVM stacks to any Kotlin backend framework

- **Libraries**:
  - Your favorite community library and how you use it
  - A Kotlin API you would like to have in the official libraries and how you “live” without it

How can I submit materials?

Share your materials in the [#event21-community-content](#event21-community-content) public Slack channel ([get an invite](#) if you are not a member yet).

In a Slack message, provide your topic, a short description (less than 150 characters), and a link to your article, video, or sample.

Is there a deadline?

The deadline is November 8, 16:00 CET.
How can I win?

When you submit your article, video, or sample according to the rules above, you will be entered into a raffle. We will randomly choose ten winners who will receive exclusive Kotlin blankets.

In addition, we will promote the five most interesting pieces of content on our official Kotlin channels. Don’t miss your chance to get a free promo!